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End of the Trail: Students hope to change sculpture and culture

T

hree students explained to community members,
faculty and students why they believe Winona State
University should reframe the End of the Trail statue on
campus at a public forum last Monday.
Non-traditional student Aaron Camacho, English major
Alex Paulson and cardiopulmonary rehab major Regan
Holm highlighted the negative connotations surrounding
the statue's current state. They outlined their plans to
improve the portrayal of indigenous Native American
cultures and its effect on the campus environment.
"It's important that faculty and students feel comfortable
with what we are doing," Holm said during the forum. "To
be sustainable, I think everyone can agree this is good for
the environment and good all around."
To reframe the statue area, the group wants to build
an indigenous learning garden next to the statue, which
consists of a lodge with historical facts about indigenous
peoples' "moving from the past to the future." They also
want to add more rocks, flowers and a performance area
for ceremonial drums.
Holm said the tour guides did not take her by the statue,
which could have impacted her university decision.
"It could have been a huge deterrent on whether I
chose this university to call home. The way I grew
up interpreting it is that the native is exalting the sun,
thanking him for another day," Holm said. "I know that
it's never interpreted the way it is outside the way we see
it now. It's a good thing. It doesn't represent genocide. It's
exemplifying you going home at the end of the day, worn
out and doing everything you can. It's supposed to be a
good interpretation."
Camacho said during the Frozen River Film Festival this
past February, Native American activist Winona LaDuke
and Camacho were walking in Somsen Hall when they
went by the Princess Wenonah mural.
"Historically traumatizing," is how LaDuke described
the painting Camacho said.
Approximately 50 people attended the forum, most of
them community members and faculty who supported the
project.
"I was impressed by their thoughtfulness and
thoroughness," Winona resident Ron Stevens said.
As a retired sociology professor, Stevens knew the late
sociology professor, Ervin Bublitz, who donated the statue
and many other Native American artworks to Winona
State.
"I think Erv would be supportive of the initiative,"
Stevens said.
Professor Tom Grier brought a letter to the forum from
Bublitz's nephew, Don Heroff, which advised to "leave
the statue alone." In the letter, Heroff also said Erv was
very intentional with his words and actions. He placed
the statue very intentionally, because of his experience at
Winona State University.
Included in the letter was HerofFs response to a Winona

2»News

Post article about the statue. The article and letter made
more people came," she said. "The goal of the forum
some faculty members uncomfortable. Heroff said that
was not to make people uncomfortable but to receive
was Bublitz's intention to "make a statement, begin a
information and participate."
conversation," and Erv would say "it worked."
The students' plan to keep communications open with
Heroff concluded his letter with "Contextualizing the
tribal nations who have responded, President Scott Olson
sculpture would take away the intent of the late sociology
and committees because they all have an impact on this
professor Ervin G. Bublitz."
project, Camacho said.
"Leave the statue alone," Heroff wrote.
Camacho said they talked to 25 tribal governments
about the project, 11 of which have responded back.
"None of them have said, 'No, it's a bad idea,"' she said.
A few others asked how much the project would cost
BY JORDAN GERARD
news writer
and if it would add to the aesthetic value of campus.
A management information systems major who
jgerardll@winona.edu
preferred to remain anonymous did not agree with the
design of the garden. The student said the plans were too
cluttered and what attracted him to Winona was the green
space.
"It's good that they're doing it, but like I said I think
the project is just too expansive," the student said. "The
entire concept kind of needs to be changed. An outdoor
classroom in Minnesota doesn't make sense—maybe if
we had school in the summer. It just doesn't make sense to
me.
The student added the project would add to students'
tuition costs and school was already expensive enough.
Audience member Alison Bettin said she's heard people
say it should be smaller, but said, "I think it should be
bigger."
"It's a really important historical piece and good
learning opportunity. If I'm looking at my phone while
walking by it, I'm not going to see it. Unless it's big, it
won't hit me in the face," Bettin said.
She also asked the trio where they would get the money
to pay for it.
Camacho said they have been promised funding, which
takes care of half of it, and grants would cover the rest of
it. She also mentioned they are moving at a government
pace, which means having patience.
"A ballpark figure would be under $200,000, and it
would be even cheaper if we switched the material of
copper for a different one," Camacho said.
Student Senate college of education seat Josh Hanson
said the project would enhance all history education
majors and would be an education improvement for
students.
"I've heard mostly positive comments," Hanson said.
"Unfortunately, I don't think people know a lot about
it, but they have good marketing and avenues to inform
students. I hope students will be more supportive of it"
Camacho said the forum had a good turn out. She added
every viewpoint was valuable because the group learned
mtm&m
how and who to approach it.
"It went fantastic. I thought we would only get 12 to 15 The End of the Trail Statue is located
TAYLOR NYMAN
people but through committees, senate and other groups
in front of the Performing Arts Center.
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End of the Trail: the change in graphics and community opinion

'Creating A New Path: Reframing the End of the Trail" in East Hall on Monday, March 30 taught the community about the indigenous learning garden initiative.

SARA TIRADOSSI

CONTRIBUTED GRAPHIC

The indegenous learning garden initiative plans for an upgrade.

2:01 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

Several students reported the theft of some items from their unlocked room
in the Quad.The matter was referred to the director of security.

Security apprehended a student for tipping and destroying a bench near Kryzsko
Commons.The matter was referred to the director of security and the university
conduct officer.

ft
• 12:40 a.m.

A student was cited for a disorderly conduct violation outside of Morey Hall.
The matter was referred to the hall director
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2:06 a.m.
Several individuals were cited for a drug violation in the Maria Hall parking lot The
matter was referred to the hall director
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Celebrating undergrad research: Judith Ramaley Celebration
of Research and Scholarship offers a view into student work
T
he Judith Ramaley Celebration of
Research and Scholarship will offer
a chance for students to become involved
on campus and pump up their resumes on
April 15.
With the trifecta of free food, admission
and resume building, it is no wonder this
event has been so successful since it was
started at Winona State University nine
years ago. Michael Delong, a professor
in the biology department, has been the
coordinator of the organizing committee
for all nine years.
"It is a great event that does not cost
much for us to pull off," Delong said. "We
hold this event every year to recognize
individual projects that students and faculty
have done together in the form of research
and creative endeavors."
The event is open to students, faculty,
administrators and community members
and has been a popular event over the
years, according to Delong.

However, Delong said student
presentations are down this year since
MnSCU's Minnesota Undergraduate
Scholars Conference takes place the same
week. Next year the coordinating team
of the event plans to space out these two
events in hopes that more students will
partake in both opportunities to share their
work.
Despite there only being 116
presentations, the university is well
represented, Delong said. The average is
typically 125-150 presentations.
The event was for only the college
of science and engineering in its first
two years, before the new concept of
a university wide event was proposed,
Delong said.
"We have representatives from all
five colleges this year and seventeen
departments," Delong said.
In order to present at the event, students
must put together a 500-word abstract of

their project with approval from advisors.
The abstracts had to be submitted to the
website by the March 24. All students
who submit applications each year are
approved, Delong said, who explained that
all students are encouraged to share their
hard work with the university.
"The big value for the students is to
demonstrate that there is value in what
they've done," Delong said.
Another incentive for students to share
their work is the ability to put on their
resumes that they have presented their
work at a symposium. Delong said he
believes those who attend also benefit
because they get to learn about the diverse
work and topics on campus.
Many people have asked the coordinators
to organize presentations by departments,
but the committee has stayed firm in the
original intentions for the event, Delong
said.
"We established when we first created

this celebration that we were going to
organize posters alphabetically by students'
last names," Delong said. "That way
anyone who comes to see the event, gets
introduced to a broad range of topics"
The event serves as a communitybuilding event for the university around
scholarship and academic excellence, with
help from the Teaching, Learning and
Technology Services (TLT), the Kryzsko
Commons staff, the office of academic
affairs, the provost and the communications
office, Delong said.
"It is not only a university wide
celebration," Delong said, "it also takes
the university together to make this a
successful event every year, which it has
been and will continue to be so."
BY VICTORIA MCKENZIE

news writer
vmckenzie 12@winona.edu

Where: East Hall irt Kryzsko Commons
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This week
in Winona

The Plight of the Hmong
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons
East Hall
Contact: ahines@winona.edu
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Private Student Housing & Summer Hostel

Now Available
For 2015-16
Fall Semester

today!
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Empty Bowfs
Time: 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Place: Science Laboratory Center
Atrium
Contact: aplummer@winona.edu

9

Fly Me to the Moon Dance
Time: 8 p.m.
F?
Place:
Memorial Hall
r
Talbot Gymnasium
Contact: cchang13@winona.edu

10

T

s

Cancer Specialist Seminar
Time: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Place: Maxwell Hall
Room 369
Contact gkastello@winona.edu

li

Mental Healthy Monologues
Time: 7 p.m.
-fl O
Place: Performing Arts Center |£
Recital Hall
Contact: gpeschl1@winona.edu
Bee Week: Queen of the Sun
Time: 8 p.m.

PLUS, SPECIAL SHORT-TERM
SUMMER RATES FOR WSU
SUMMER SESSIONS, CAMPUS
TOURS AND MORE! STARTING
AT $29/NIGHT & $199/WEEK.

Quadmcom

ililHi

winona

<507)

555 Huff St. Winona, MM 454-4444

Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons
East Hail
Contact: gmanrique@winona.edu

14:
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Rock climbing wall now open in Wabasha Hall
W

inona State University recently scaled
to new heights with their installation of
one of the biggest rock climbing walls in the
Midwest, according to the University.
The new facility has a 30-foot climbing
wall with 32 top ropes. 14-foot boulders also
feature top outs and crash pads.
Trained student staff will also be on hand to
train and teach climbers how to properly use
equipment and how to stay safe.
The university plans to utilize the wall in
coursework, specifically within the physical
education and sport science and recreation
tourism and therapeutic recreation programs,
but it is also available for recreational use
within the community through programs and
open climbing hours.
Local groups, events and tourists are
welcome to use the facility. The rock wall will
also be open for K-12 students and educators
in the area.
Birthday parties, corporate events and
club activities are just a few events the rock
climbing wall is open to.
Sophomore biology student Karisa Hanson
said the installment of the rock wall boosts the
advantages of Winona State.
"It kind of adds to the experience," Hanson
said. "To have one of the biggest walls in the
midwest adds to the different options already
available at Winona State."
Hanson said the wall would also being
"really cool" to try out.

BY SAMANTHA STETZER

news writer
sstetzerl 2@winona.edu
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Contact Taylor Nyman at TNyman12@winona.edu
6*News
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Winona State hosts weeklong Easter egg hunt
S

tudents hunted around campus for Easter eggs
containing prizes of candy, bookstore gift cards and
more on Monday, March 31.
The hunt was sponsored by Campus Card/Purple Pass,
the Winona State Bookstore and Chartwells Dining
Services. The eggs were filled with candy, Purple Pass and
WSU bookstore gift cards, t-shirts, water bottles and more.
Eggs were hidden on Main Campus, West Campus and
East Lake apartments. Clues were posted in the Winona
State Update email to assist students in finding the eggs.
One clue read, "Go to the building of the liberal arts. On
the third floor you could find a tutor to help you get a leg
up on your inner Shakespeare. Instead, ask a tutor, and you
might just find an egg very, very near." The location of this
egg was the Writing Center on the third floor of Minne.
Communication Arts and Literature- Teaching (CALT)
major, Olivia Stoltman, had a class in Minne, but when she
went to the Writing Center, she found she was too late.
"They posted a sign on the door that the egg was already
found. I thought I was early enough, but the competition

was more fierce than I thought," Stoltman said.
Student Alison Bettin took part in the Easter egg hunt
and found a large chocolate bunny and a gift card.
"The campus ducks found my egg. The female duck
was pecking at it, like she thought it was hers. Then I stole
it, and it contained candy and a gift card to Blooming
Grounds," Bettin said.
Bettin shared her winnings and gave the gift card to a
friend. She also planned on giving the chocolate bunny to
her son, Henry.
Students found the hidden eggs fairly quickly, but there
was still an opportunity to win for those who did not find
one of the eggs. Students could sign up for an Easter
basket, filled with candy, shirts, water bottles and gift
cards.
Christian Sopkowiak, a CALT major, was excited to hear
about this option, since he missed out on finding one of the
hidden eggs.
"I signed up for the Easter basket prizes, because the
prizes looked awesome. I saw a couple baskets behind

desks in the residence halls and at the housing office. I was
told that I could win free candy and other goodies, so I
jumped at the opportunity to enter," Sopkowiak said.
Winners of the baskets were chosen Wednesday, April 1
at 10 a.m.
"This was a fun way to get the entire campus excited
about the Easter holiday, and having the opportunity to win
free stuff was great too," Stoltman said.

BY KALIKA VALENTINE-ERICKSON

features writer
kvalentineeriO7@winona.edu

/
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Seniors install final art
exhibition in Watkins Gallery
K

jel Alkire introduced the group of seniors who were
presenting their final exhibition, "Attach," to the
audience members in the Science Laboratory Center.
"It is an odd and very brave thing to major in art,"
Alkire said.
Alkire addressed the parents and other family members
in the audience, reassuring them that their child would
be able to find work after graduation and briefly advising
them not to worry.
"I know, because I have those people in my life, and
they've been sweating bullets for years," Alkire said as
the audience laughed. "And it turned out alright for me."
Alkire moved on to introduce the first artist of the show,
Andrew Betzolt, to the audience. Betzolt's installation
included five prints, all of which featured animals dressed
in human attire placed in a variety of settings such as a
doctor's office, a tax office or around a table where the
animals played cards.
Betzolt addressed his lifelong love for animals and
nature, and how it played into his inspiration for the
pieces.
"We can see ourselves in these creatures," Betzolt said.
"We can relate to a lot of these animals."
Betzolt dressed up the animals in his prints to either
stylize them or to use them to represent different issues in
America. One of the pieces depicts a sick deer lying down
at the doctor's office, while a weasel dressed in a doctor's
outfit sneers at him, holding a bag filled with cash. The
piece is titled, "Healthcare in America."
Betzolt commented on another aspect of his inspiration

for his installation in the exhibit.
"No matter what man makes, nature usually reclaims
it," Betzolt said.
Betzolt concluded his presentation, leaving the stage to
his fellow artists, including Gabi Hale.
"If there's one thing you should know about me," Hale
said as she introduced herself, "it's that I've always loved
drawing. If you looked through my sketchbooks, you
would find portraits on portraits on portraits."
Hale described the evolution of her subject matter, from
when she began drawing to her current artistic stage.
"I pretty much had a whole sketchbook dedicated to the
lead singer of my favorite band, My Chemical Romance,"
Hale said. "But then I started drawing people I actually
cared about, not that I didn't love Gerard Way."
Hale's installation included two portraits of loved ones,
titled "Amelia" and "Ben," both made with pastel chalk.
The next artist, Sonja Slater, collaborated with
her daughter for her pieces. Slater discussed their
unconventional collaboration, and how it all began. Slater
hadn't considered herself an artist until one day she drew
a picture she was very proud of and left it on a counter to
remind herself to start drawing.
"But someone beat me to it and colored all over it with
red crayon," Slater said as the audience laughed.
The incident inspired Slater to create another piece
with her two-year-old daughter, which she included in
her show. She created another piece with her daughter,
once she turned three, which was also included in the
exhibition.

Slater commented on the noticeable growth between the
two pieces.
"It's kind of cool to look between the two pieces and
see how we both changed as artists," Slater said.
Slater's two pieces were installed across from each
other in the gallery. Hale and another artist, Kelsey Etter,
also installed their pieces alongside Slater's in the same
mirroring arrangement.
Hale spoke on how they decided to arrange their pieces.
"We were contemplating on how we wanted it to flow.
We kind of just agreed, with the symmetry of the room
we decided to put them across from each other to be
symmetrical," Hale said.
Etter agreed, and commented on another way the pieces
were symmetrical.
"All three on the right side were the first ones we did
and were more feminine. The second ones on the opposite
side were more masculine, so it kind of flowed nicely by
accident," Etter said.
"Attach" opened on Monday, March 31, and was
uninstalled on Friday, April 3. Watkins Gallery opened
its newest senior exhibition, "Let's Get Personal," on
Monday, April 6 and will uninstall on Friday, April 10.

BY ANA ALEXANDER

features writer
aalexander 12@winona.edu

Pieces from "Attach" installed in Watkins Gallery

KELSEY CHERWINKA

8*Life
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Starbucks vs. Caribou:
which team are you on?
I

t's the age old question: which is
better, Starbucks or Caribou?
This week I set out on a caffeinated
journey to answer this long debated
question. I enlisted the help of three
fellow coffee enthusiasts: Gen Chilson,
Becca Douglass and Matt Mundsack.
To make things fair, I selected two
participants that support each coffee
company: Chilson and Douglass are
devoted Caribou fans, while Mundsack
and I are long time Starbucks addicts.
First, I ordered an iced vanilla latte
from both Starbucks and Caribou.
Then, I labeled the two mugs "A"
and "B," and filled each mug with
the corresponding coffee. Next, each
participant was blindfolded before they
tried the mugs of coffee, commenting
on any flavors or characteristics they
noticed, and finally selecting which one
they preferred.
Chilson was the first to try both
coffees.
"It tastes like cold coffee," she said
after sipping the coffee from Mug A.
"Well.. .is it sweet, is it bitter?" I
asked.
"Bitter, because it tastes like cold
coffee," Chilson laughed.
She then tried Mug B, and had a
much more extreme reaction.
"Oh my God, that one's gross! That's
really bitter. No! The first one's way
better," Chilson laughed.
Chilson put the second mug down
as she pretended to gag, and Douglass
stepped up to the plate trying Mug A
first.
"It was creamy at first, and then BAM
coffee!" Douglass said.
She had to take three sips of Mug B
to come to a conclusion.
"This one's more watery, but then has
a strong kick of coffee. I think I like the
first one better," Douglass said.
Mundsack agreed with Chilson and
Douglass, preferring Mug A over Mug
B. I took my turn, letting Douglass hand
me the cups of coffee. I also favored
Mug A; it was unanimous.
I informed them that Mug A was the
Starbucks latte, and Mug B was the
Caribou latte. Chilson and Douglass
were surprised.

April 8,2015

"I'm shocked," Chilson said. "I was
really hoping that the first one was
Caribou."
Douglass nodded in agreement. Each
participant concluded that the Starbucks
latte was creamier, and the Caribou latte!
was more bitter and watery.
Logistically, this can be explained.
Not only did I compare the taste of each
coffee, I compared the price, size of the
cup, amount of caffeine, sugar content
and calories per serving. The Starbucks
latte had 130 calories, with 11 grams of
sugar and 150 milligrams of caffeine.
The serving was only 12 ounces for
$3.65. The Caribou latte had only 80
calories, 7 grams of sugar and 180
milligrams of caffeine. The serving was
16 ounces for $4.16.
With higher caffeine content and
lower sugar content, the bitterness of
the Caribou latte is explained. It also
was much darker than the Starbucks
latte and had a lower calorie count;
it's likely that the Caribou latte had
less milk in it than the Starbucks latte.
With a higher amount of sugar, milk
and a higher calorie count, it would
make sense for the Starbucks latte to
be creamier and less bitter than the
Caribou latte.
Though the group collectively
preferred the Starbucks latte to the
Caribou latte in our blind taste test,
Chilson and Douglass decided that
they would both remain loyal to
their longtime favorite coffee shop,
while Mundsack and I will continue
to be faithful Starbucks customers.
So, regardless of your caffeinated
affiliations, make the decision yourself:
are you Team Starbucks or Team
Caribou?

"•
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BY ANA ALEXANDER

features writer

aalexanderl 2@winona.edu

Starbucks and Caribou Iced Vanilla Lattes.

ANA ALEXANDER
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Softball remains undefeated in NSIC play
T

he Winona State University softball team used its bats to silence Wayne State in
their final games of March, taking the first game 7-3 before completing the sweep
with a 12-2 victory in the nightcap. The Warriors continued to sweep the following two
doubleheaders against University of Minnesota Duluth and St. Cloud State to start their
April games.
In the opener, die Warriors found themselves down early 3-0. The Wildcats got on the
board with a homer in the first and a couple of runs in the second.
Winona State, however, answered back quickly, getting an RBI single from McKenna
Larsen and a two RBI single by Allyson O'Herron to knot the game at three.
The Warriors continued their scoring in the fifth with Ashley Walker smacking a
double to left before Morgan Lintz drove Walker home with a two-run shot. Larsen
added another homer to make it back-to-back and give Winona State a 6-3 advantage.
The Warriors tacked on another insurance run in the sixth thanks to a Walker RBI single
for the final score 7-3.
"The key to our success lately is that we've become more aggressive at the plate
and are able to get ahead in the pitch count which can result in hitting a line drive,"
Kallmann said. "We just need to keep our confidence up and stay aggressive, and we will
be able to keep stringing those hits together."
The Warriors started the nightcap in a deficit again, this time in a 2-0 hole. But Winona
State used a six-run third inning thanks to an RBI single by Walker, a three-run double
by O'Herron and finally a two-run shot from Natalie Kalmes to give the Warriors the
lead for good.
Reed Karsten chipped into the effort with a deep ball of her own, and Lintz hit an RBI
double to make it 8-2. When it was time for the fifth inning, Karsten cleared the bases
with a double, and another RBI double by Walker increased the lead to 12-2.
It may be cooler outside, but the Winona State University softball team brought
the heat with its bats, netting 6-2 and 11-3 victories over Minnesota Duluth Friday in
Winona.
Winona State, who knocked four out of the park against Wayne State on Tuesday, hit
three more round-trippers over the weekend.
In the opener, Jessica Kullmann smacked a solo shot to left in the third to put Winona
State up 1-0.
Walker was solid in the first three frames for the Warriors, giving up only one hit.
Minnesota Duluth got on the board with a solo homer to knot it at one. After hitting a
batter and an error by Walker, the Bulldogs had runners in scoring position, but Walker
and tiie defense took care of it with a double play.
Winona State then used a three-run fourth to its advantage, started by a Kalmes double
that scored Larsen who walked. Kullmann got an RBI groundout to go before Kalmes
came around thanks to a wild pitch for the 4-1 Warrior advantage.
The Bulldogs scored in the top of the sixth to make it 4-2, but the Warriors responded
with a two-run bomb by Kalmes to give them breathing room and the eventual 6-2 final.
Walker picked up her 11th victory of the season, throwing a complete game and
allowing just three hits with one run and four strikeouts.
In the nightcap the Warriors found themselves down early but responded in a flurry,
scoring 11 runs in six innings to pick up the win.
Minnesota Duluth struck first with a three-run homer by Becky Smith to put the
Bulldogs up 3-0.
That is all they scored against Warrior starter Hanna Lythberg. Larsen continued her
offensive hot streak in the bottom of the first with an RBI single to make it 3-1. Winona
State then reclaimed the lead with an RBI single by Reed Karsten and a double by
Walker that plated three to give the Warriors a 5-3 lead.
Kullmann chipped into the effort with an RBI single to bring in Larsen and Lexi Perez
added an RBI single of her own to put the Warriors up 7-3.
Walker provided the biggest highlight in the sixth inning with a soaring homer - her
first cm the year and 21st all-time - to make it 8-3 and give her four RBIs on the night
Kullmann put on die finishing touches of the inning with a 2 RBI single, and Perez
brought in Kalmes on a fielding error for the 11-3 victory in just six innings.
Ly&beig moved 13-3 on the season, going six innings and allowing just two runs
while fanning four.

10*Cover Story

Winona State picked up another doubleheader sweep, this time netting 6-4 and 9-1
wins against St. Cloud State Saturday in Winona.
Winona State, who stayed undefeated in NSIC play at 10-0, bounced back from a
quick 4-0 deficit in game one after the Huskies began with six singles in a row.
Senior Jessica Kullmann had a response in the second. After consecutive singles by
Morgan Lintz and McKenna Larsen and an Allyson O'Herron walk, Kullmann smashed
a grand slam to center to knot it at four. Lexi Perez then singled, and Reed Karsten plated
Perez on an RBI double to give the Warriors the lead at 5-4.
Karsten tacked on an additional run for Winona State in the fourth, bringing around
Cydnei Gunderson with an RBI single to give the Warriors the 6-4 victory.
Lythberg was the starter for the nightcap and threw all six innings, allowing one run
with three strikeouts and moved her record to 14-3 on the season, the third-most wins in
the conference.
After a quick Huskie run in the first, Winona State negated it with a home run by Lintz
in the bottom half of the frame. Lintz also had an RBI double in the third, later scoring
thanks to a wild pitch and an error.
Winona State increased their lead in the fourth, scoring four runs ending with a
sacrifice fly by Lintz to give the Warriors a 7-1 lead. Lintz added to her productive day at
the plate with her fourth RBI, this one on a single in the sixth for the 8-1 advantage, and
Larsen capped the scoring with an RBI single for the 9-1 final.
Winona State (28-7, 10-0 NSIC) carries its 10-game homestand into the week starting
with games against Concordia-St. Paul on Wednesday. The first pitch is set for 2 p.m.

BY SAM THIEL
sports writer
sthiel 11 @winona. edu

April 8 Concordia-St. Paul
# Winona
April 11 Mary @ Winona
April 12 Minot State
@ Winona
April 14 Minnesota State
@ Mankato

April 16 Upper Iowa
@ Winona
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Senior Ashley Walker at bat on Saturday against St. Cloud State.
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You have questions. We have answers
T

ransferring schools is a big
decision with a very detail
oriented process. It is great that
you are not completely rushing
into the process, because you
might end up wanting to stay in
Winona. It's also nice you have
been able to see other places that
may have different experiences
which will benefit you.
The first thing I would do is
make a list of pros and cons for
each situation. You mentioned
you met a nice group of people
in Winona, so this would be
considered a pro of staying. If you
are more interested in a bigger
campus with a fast-paced city life,
then that would be one of the cons
of staying in Winona. If you are
drawn to the new opportunities
that this new school will provide
you with, then I would compare
these with opportunities that
Winona State could possibly
provide and then see which one
applies to what you want to do.
If you have been a student
in Winona for a long time, it
would be a good idea to check

12.Life

if the credits you already earned
transfer over to credits in the
other school. It is possible that
you could be set back a semester
or two for transferring, so you
want to make sure you wouldn't
have to repeat any classes to
make up for lost credits.
Whatever you end up choosing
to do, you are left with many
benefits in each choice. If you
decide to stay in Winona, you
will stay connected to your group
of friends. Since you would be
staying in the town longer, you
would have more time to find
resources and jobs within the
area. If you ultimately decided
to transfer, you will be opening
yourself up to new experiences
and creating new contacts while
discovering a new town. If you
have truly connected with the
group of people that you met
in Winona, then you will make
an effort to stay connected with
them.
Ultimately, this decision is
yours and no one eles. If you are
serious about this, then you will

thoroughly look over all of the
options and figure out what path
may suit you the best. If you are
truly unhappy with your time in
Winona and are desperate to find
new opportunities, transferring
may be a good idea for you. If
you are finding yourself to be
bored, it may be a good idea just
to wait in Winona and see if your
attitude changes.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO

features writer

epulancol 2@winona.edu
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Film review series: "The Hurt Locker"
S

ince we are in the month of April, it's time to shift
our attention to a new director. Thus far we have only
looked at men as directors.
But not this month.
This month I will be previewing films by Oscar winning
director Kathryn Bigelow. First up, her war on terror
masterpiece, "The Hurt Locker."
Usually when war movies are referenced they are
followed by classics like "Saving Private Ryan," "Full
Metal Jacket," and "Apocalypse Now." All of these
movies are about wars that have already happened. "The
Hurt Locker," on the other hand, is not a movie about a
World War or Vietnam. Instead, it's a movie about the war
on terror in the Middle East, a war we have been involved
in since 2001.
The film follows Sergeant First Class William James
(Jeremy Renner), Sergeant JT Sanborn (Anthony Mackie)
and Specialist Owen Eldridge (Brian Gerghty), an elite
Army bomb-disposal unit that investigate improvised
explosive devices (IEDs). James is brought into their
unit when a bomb kills their former Sergeant. James, a

troublemaker who loves to do things his own way even
though it makes his unit nervous, goes out to different
calls dealing with bombs. He is very accomplished, but his
unit is nervous as they count down the days until they can
return home.
I don't want to give away too much information about
the synopsis,.because it is overly complex. There are
many twists and turns in the plot. One thing this film does
extremely well, better than most war movies, with the
exception of "Saving Private Ryan," is giving the soldiers
personalities. Instead of just giving the character flat
personalities and having them kill people, Bigelow shows
their daily struggles and shows the real horrors of war. She
shows how at any moment they could die, how they count
down every single day until they can go home, and also
what happens when they get home, which could be the
biggest struggle of all.
Another great aspect of this film is the guerilla style
camera work used in the film. It's almost like it's shot with
a hand camera, shaking and bouncing while it's focused on
the story that is unfolding in the sandy deserts of Baghdad.

It's shot this way to look like a documentary, or rather,
to look like we are actually watching the events unfold
in front of our very eyes. Mixing in slow motion takes of
bombs exploding and rifle shells bouncing off the ground,
this film combines its shaky film style with crisp editing
and fluid transitions.
All in all, this is a film every war movie buff, or for
that matter, film fan should see. Its plot is captivating,
the editing is flawless, and the acting is superb especially
Renner. The film also brings in terrific actors like Guy
Pearce, Ralph Fiennes, and Christian Camargo that really
compliment the acting performance done by the main three
characters. Watching "The Hurt Locker" may give you
a new perspective on war movies and the United States'
involvement in war.

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT

features writer & sports writer
mlambertll @winona.edu
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See your opinions here!

Let your opinions be heard. Speak out.
Send letters to Julia Sand at
JSandlO@winona.edu.
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Leah Dahl: Warrior
tennis' lone senior
T

he Winona State women's tennis team has only one
senior on its roster for the 2015 season. Leah Dahl
has taken up the mantle of the senior leader for the young
tennis team, an idea that did not seem likely at the start of
the school year.
After two surgeries on the hips, Dahl still had one year
left of eligibility and head coach Heather Pierce was able
to convince her to return for one last season.
"Coming back to play on the team for another year was
something that Heather and I joked about some, but she
seriously approached me to play in the winter," Dahl said.
"My thought process was that this would be my last chance
to play college sports, so I should take that opportunity."
Despite playing a full season worth of games, Dahl is
busy in her downtime as well. She works as a nurse at
Winona Health in the ER and has to make her schedules
work between both commitments.
Dahl said, "I am glad for the opportunity to continue to
compete."
To compensate for her busy schedule the team has had to
practice without Dahl and yet still fully support her.
"I am very grateful that Heather and my teammates have
been flexible with my schedule," Dahl said. "I am not able
to make it to all of the practice and a couple of the matches
because of work, but it has actually been a blessing in
disguise because it gives my hips the rest that they need."
Now that Pierce is the head coach, she and Dahl no
longer have a teammate relationship, but instead have a
new coach-to-player relationship. Dahl said she enjoys
playing for Pierce, who has "a competitive nature, which is
a great quality to have."
Dahl said, "I remember her being a fighter and never
giving up in any match that she played. She is a great role
model to look up to."
Dahl's teammates and coach have equally positive things
to say about Dahl. Coach Pierce called Dahl "an excellent
addition to the team."

"She is doing awesome this season and has been helpful
from the start of the season," Pierce said. "Leah has been a
leader on this team and has done an excellent job of setting
a good example to all the other girls."
Dahl's partner in doubles, Katie Scruggs, echoes a
similar sentiment.
Scruggs said, "As both a teammate and a leader, Leah
brings a positive attitude both on and off the courts.
She is always super encouraging and is so supportive of
everyone."
Throughout her seasons at Winona, Dahl has made her
share of lasting memories. She said some that stand out
include playing at the ITA's her freshman year.
"I took about a month off of tennis before I came to
school, and the ITA's was one of our first matches. I
remember really enjoying hitting and competing again,"
Dahl said.
Dahl said she fondly remembers not just the thrill of
competing, but also all the time spent traveling. She
reminisces about Regionals her freshman year in Colorado
where "we ended up losing, but it was a great experience."
"I remember we had to take a really small plane with
only about 13 rows. Once we got there it was beautiful
and when you would look up from the tennis courts the
mountains would be in the background."
Winona State (6-8 overall) faces four regular season
matches before the NSIC Tournament. The Warriors play
Minnesota State University Moorhead and University of
Mary Saturday and Sunday in Moorhead, Minn. They will
finish the season against Luther College in Decorah, Iowa
and St. Norbert College at home the following weekend.

m

Leah Dahl leads the women's
tennis team as their only senior.
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BY DILLON HOGAN
sports reporter
dhoganlI@winona.edu

GO WARRIORS!
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Warrior baseball team claims four victories
T

he Winona State University baseball team split a
doubleheader at home against Southwest Minnesota
State University on Tuesday, March 31 before snagging
three wins against the University of Minnesota Crookston
on Friday and Saturday.
Starting with Southwest Minnesota State, the Warriors
won the first game of the doubleheader 10-8, but fell 7-10
in the second after the Mustangs scored seven runs in the
top of the ninth inning.
Head coach Kyle Poock said, "Game two we let slip
away and didn't get the key hits to score runners when we
had them in position."
Pitcher Jay Voter pitched five innings in the first game,
giving up four runs, four walks and seven strikeouts.
Mitch Voter picked up his second save of the season.
Travis Evanson went 4-for-4 with five RBIs and three runs
scored.
In the second game Will Lundquist picked up the loss
and gave up five runs, four earned on 10 hits with two
walks and four strikeouts. Taylor Field went 3-for-4 with
two runs scored. Heid went 2-for-4 with a homer, an RBI
and a run scored.
"Against Southwest we played very good baseball all
around," Lundquist said. "In every aspect of the game we
showed how good we can be. Hopefully we can keep it
rolling through out the year."
On Friday the Warrior split the doubleheader against
Minnesota Crookston. Winona State won the first game
12-1 before falling 4-2 in the second.
In the first game, the Golden Eagles tied the game 1-1 in
the bottom of the second inning. The score remained the
same until the top of the fifth when Jesus Cazares smashed
a three-run homer.
With bases loaded, Nathan Krause scored Evanson.
Kipp Youngquist added two runs on a RBI single. Later
in the inning Field scored on a wild pitch. Evanson added
another RBI single to extend the Warriors lead 10-1, and a
score from Tyler Nehring and Mitch Heid ended the game

12-1.

Chase Blazier pitched seven innings and earned his
second win of the season, only giving up one unearned run
on nine hits with no walks and striking out four.
Cazares went 2-for-3 with a homer including three RBIs
and scored two runs while drawing two walks. Evanson
went 3-for-5 with an RBI and a run scored.
In the second game, Minnesota Crookston took the lead
first at the bottom of the second. The next inning saw three
more runs from the Golden Eagles.
At the top of the sixth with the bases loaded and one out,
Heid knocked a single that scored Cazares and Plamann.
Despite the two runs, Winona State came up short with an
end score of 4-2.
Hayden Krimmer gave up four runs with one earned run
on four hits, two walks and two strikeouts taking the loss
for the Warriors. Scott Freiburger allowed one hit with no
walks and six strikeouts.
Heid went l-for-3 with two RBIs. Plamann also went
2-for-3 with a run scored. Cazares went 2-for-4 with a run
scored.
On Saturday the Warriors won both games in the
doubleheader against Minnesota Crookston by scores of
4-3 and 9-2.
In Saturday's first game, the Warriors got the lead in
the second inning. Plamann scored on a fielder's choice
ground out giving Winona State a 1-0 lead.
In the bottom of the third the Golden Eagles tied it up at
1, but Youngquist scored on a RBI double from Geislinger
at the top of the fifth. Nehring also added an RBI single to
extend the lead to 3-1.
In the bottom of the fifth the Golden Eagles tied the
game once again with a two run homer. Both teams
remained scoreless for the final two innings, and the game
would go to extra innings.
In top of the eighth inning, Nehring hit a home run
giving the Warriors the lead.
Mitch Voter closed the game with back-to-back

strikeouts giving the Warriors the win.
Nehring went 3-for-4 with a homer, two RBIs and a run
scored. Mitch Heid also went 3-for-4.
Lucas Crimmins pitched six innings, only giving
up three earned runs on six hits with no walks and six
strikeouts in a no-decision. Voter, after pitching two
scoreless innings, gave up just two hits while striking out
three, picking up his first victory in relief.
In the final game of the weekend, Crookston got on the
board scoring at the bottom of the first.
In the fourth inning Nehring scored on a throwing error
by the right fielder to tie the game at 1-1.
To take the lead, Cazares scored on a Plamann RBI
single. Warriors added another run on a RBI groundout by
Heid giving the Warriors a 3-1 lead.
The Warriors extended their lead in the sixth inning by
adding six runs from Evanson, Voter, Field, Youngquist,
Geislinger and Nehring.
At the bottom of the sixth the Golden Eagles added one
run, and the Warriors came away with a 9-2 win.
Stalsberg pitched seven innings only giving up two
earned runs on five hits with two walks and 11 strikeouts
to win his first game of the season.
Nehring went 2-for-4 with two RBIs and two runs
scored.
Poock said, "It was a good weekend winning three of
four games. Offensively we really started to put together
good at bats and had good starting pitching."
Winona State (11-15 overall, 9-5 NSIC) plays a
doubleheader against Wayne State on Wednesday at home
before traveling to Duluth, Minnesota to compete in two
doubleheaders over the weekend.

BY ALEXANDRIA CARTER
sports reporter
acarterlS @winona.edu

Have an intramural or club sport you
want to see covered? Let us know!
Email AMuellerl2@winona.edu.
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Track and Field makes
mark in record books
T

he last half of March saw many
accomplishments from individuals on
Winona State University's track and field
team, as well as the team as a whole.
Freshman Kaitlyn Long threw a 68' 8
3/4" to win the national championship in
the weight throw March 13 and 14 at the
NCAA Division II Indoor Track and Field
Championships in Birmingham, Alabama.
Long had already broke the school
record, set the NSIC record and
accomplished the sixth-best throw in
Division II history prior to becoming the
NCAA champion.
Long said she did not expect to do this
well in weight throw, since incoming
freshman are "used to being the best at
their high school and come to college and
have to train hard and usually don't get big
marks until later in their college careers."
"Knowing that I just learned weight
throw this school year and won the national
title in the same year gives me a lot of
hope," Long said. "I have big goals in the
upcoming seasons and am determined to
do greater things."
Long was in third place with a throw of
66' V2" after the first three throws at the
meet.
She came out strong for her last throw,
tossing her championship-winning throw
of 68' 8 %" on her fifth out of six throws.
Long said, "Even though it's been a
couple of weeks since I won, it still feels
surreal that all the training I had done has
paid off. I feel very honored and proud to
represent Winona State."
Long's title marks the third individual
national championship for the Winona

State track and field program.
She also achieved being the second
Warrior to win a national championship in
the indoor season and in the weight throw,
behind Mary Theisen in 2011.
"Although there were definitely hard
days where I felt like giving up, or like I
wasn't good enough, I think what kept me
motivated throughout the season was my
competitive attitude," Long said. "No one
trains to lose. Everyone wants to be the
best, and I keep in the back of my mind
that my competition is getting better every
day, so I have to be even better."
Junior Alissa Rausch also had a strong
performance at the NCAA Championships.
She threw the shot put 49' 7 Vi" on her final
throw that moved her to finish in fourth
place after falling to fifth place.
The 4x400 meter relay team of junior
Megan Seidl, senior Kelsey Bethke,
freshman Brittany Schyvinck and senior
Catherine Whitcomb placed fourth and ran
their best time of 3:47.10.
The Warriors were just over two seconds
behind the first place champions from
Southern Connecticut State.
Whitcomb said, "It was very exciting
to finish 4th at nationals. I was never
expecting that we would do that well. I
was very happy that it all came together for
us, and we were able to run a clean race."
As a team, the Warriors finished ninth
overall, achieving Winona State's best ever
NCAA finish.
Winona State went into the
Championships ranked 32nd in the nation.
Another huge accomplishment for the
Winona State track and field team was

the announcement on March 16 of all
six Warriors including Bethke, Long,
Rausch, Schyvinck, Seidl and Whitcomb
earning Ail-American honors for their
performances at the NCAA National
Championship.
Whitcomb said, "Being an All-American
means a lot. It's something we have been
trying to do since we started qualifying for
nationals four years ago. I knew we had the
ability to be All Americans, especially this
year with the amount of really good 400
runners we have."
Whitcomb said the season was long,
but having the end goal in mind kept them
motivated. They were ail working toward
the same goal.
"Personally, looking at racing as a way
to glorify God has always helped me.
He continually invites me to come and
sacrifice for Him by using the talents He
gave me for His greater glory," she said.
The Warriors had several meets over
the weekend, including the Ashton May
Invitational on Friday.
Senior Jordan Skelly broke her school
record in the 3000-meter dash with a time
of 10:46.47.
She qualified for the DII Outdoor
National Championship with this
achievement.
Freshman Brittney Schyvinck finished
third in the 400-meter dash with a time of
1:00.19.
Sophomore Hailey Deschaine and junior
Katie Bagley also came away with third
place spots. Deschaine placed third in the
100-meter hurdles with a time of 12:59,
and Bagley ran a time of 2:17.42 in the

800-meter dash.
The field events took place in Kearney,
Nebraska at the UNK Loper Invite on
Saturday.
Senior Alissa Rausch came away with
three top three wins. She finished second
in the shot put with a throw of 14.65
meters, second in the hammer throw with
a 54.60-meter toss and third in the discus,
throwing 48.11 meters.
The Warriors were strong in the discus
event with freshman Delaney Miller
setting a career-best throw of 47.88 meters,
and freshman Ashley Thooft throwing a
personal best 45.80 meters, qualifying
them both provisionally for the NCAA DII
Outdoor National Championship.
Sophomore Andrea Bartz set a careerbest in the triple jump with a score of 11.63
meters and set another career best in the
long up with a total of 5.39.
Junior Natalie Busher finished in third in
the javelin, throwing 33.76 meters.
Freshman Amanda Schaefer placed
first in the long jump with a jump of 1.58
meters, and freshman Nicole Motkowski
was right behind her in third place with a
1.53-meter jump.
Next, the Winona State track and field
team will compete in the Gorilla Classic in
Pittsburg, Kansas on Saturday, April 11.

BY MACKENZIE KUSH
sports reporter

mkushl1@winona.edu
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In the peanut gallery...
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Eric Schroeder will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly
and constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this
week. Lambert and Schroeder will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right.

This week's topic: First pick of 2015 NFL Draft
The calendar has officially turned to April, which means the NFL Draft is less than a month away. Everyone is curious whom the Tampa Bay Buccaneers will pick first overall. Who
will it be? Let's talk about it...
(Recap by Sam Thiel)
The NFL draft is just a few short weeks
away and Tampa is on the clock. There
certainly is a big push for them to keep
Jameis Winston in Florida with the number
one pick, but I feel that it is the wrong
direction to go. Tampa has struggled since
2008, as they have not had a winning
record in six seasons. Time for change
and a franchise quarterback is needed and
Winston is not the answer.
Instead, the Bucs need to look to the west
coast and find their franchise quarterback
in Marcus Mariota. Taking a look at the
combine alone, Mariota blew away the
competition. He was a top performer in
every category for quarterbacks and his
college stats make him stand-alone. He
threw a total of 14 interceptions over three
seasons compared to 105 touchdowns.
All three season he showed steady
improvement as Mariota had career bests in
completions, touchdowns, and quarterback
rating.
The other key part to Mariota is not
something that can be found in statistics
alone. His maturity cannot be shown
through numbers alone and neither can his
leadership, but Mariota established both
in Oregon's championship run this past
season. His hunger and desire to win are
intangibles that simply cannot be taught. It
is for these reasons that Tampa cannot pass
on him as their franchise quarterback in
this year's NFL draft.

BY ERIC SCHROEDER
sports reporter
eschroederl4@winona.edu
Apr. 8,2015

A lot of experts say Jameis Winston is
the best player in the draft. While I agree,
that is much too simple of a pick for my
taste. Instead, I would like to talk about
someone else that could be Winston's
competition for the number one overall
pick: Amari Cooper. Cooper won the
Biletnikoff award last season for Alabama,
raking in 124 receptions for 1,727 yards
and 16 touchdowns.
Last year's draft we witnessed an
anomaly. We saw 12 wide receivers drafted
in the first two rounds and each one started
for their team at one time. It's incredible to
have that many wide receivers not only be
drafted but also to start, with most of them
flourishing like Odell Beckham Jr., Sammy
Watkins, Mike Evans and Jarvis Landry,
just to name a few.
Cooper will also get to join the likes of
Evans and Vincent Jackson, creating a wide
receiver core that could be one of the best
in the league. Even so, since it's important
to mention their lack of quarterback depth
in Tampa Bay, trading away Jackson to
move down in the first round, maybe to
snag Marcus Mariota. Also, head coach
Lovie Smith went to a Super Bowl without
an All-Pro caliber quarterback in Rex
Grossman.
All in all, the Buccaneers need another
playmaker on their squad, someone to
compliment their pieces from last year's
draft. Experts have been comparing Cooper
to Marvin Harrison as a route runner
and pass catcher, which should make all
football fans excited given Harrison's
incredible career as an Indianapolis Colt.
The fact that you can never have enough
talented wide receivers makes Cooper even
more valuable.

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT
sports reporter
mlambertll@winona.edu
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Warrior tennis competes against Southwest Minnesota State in mid-February.

MACKENZIE KUSH

What Can You Do?
Why is Data Security Important?
Data security is important because it
maintains the overall stability and
I Kill t i l l M i

Check links in e-mails
•

If you think you fell for a scam please
let us know.
Protect your password - do not share it

For more information go to:

http://www.winona.edu/it/security
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